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Why did you decide to come to Harper Adams University?

Because it’s ony of the best univerities in agriculture in the UK, also it’s very well ranked. The 
opportunity to come here and study in English was really challenging for me.

How has the experience been?

The whole experience is amazing. The infrastructure that Harper has. Also the professors and how 
they can help you to improve is very good. As well as life in general. You can enjoy the sports, or the 
social life in general. And the best part is you can make ties with different people from around the 
world and I think this is the most important thing.

What have been your highlights during your time at Harper?

First of all the people, the students. The students make Harper great. Of course university life in 
general. The social life, including the sports. And obviously the course. I’ve learnt a lot of things, 
that combined with my previous experience mean I’m well prepared for my future.

Would you recommend studying in the UK to prospective international students?

It’s a really good experience to live abroad. To do a Masters course which is very  
well recognised in Europe. As well, of course, to improve your English level.  
If you come here, you’ll enjoy it alot. 

Alfonso Freiria del Portillo
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MSc International Agri-business and  
Food Chain Management

Why did you decide to come to Harper?

Because Harper is one of the best agricultural universities in the UK and it is well positioned in 
the rankings.  Also,  because Harper is more than just a university it’s more a family. I think it’s 
just better than the competition. Overall,  it’s been a unique, amazing, fanastic experience.

How has the experience been? 

It’s been a very nice, lovely experience. The people are fantastic, friendly. It feels like an envi-
ronment of friendship. The lecturers push you in assignments to do your best. You get amazing 
networking. Overall, it’sa fantastic experience.

Would you recommend studying in the UK to prospective international students?

I think studying in the UK is one of the best ways to improve your career. Living wholly here in 
the UK while improving your English and getting out of your comfort zone. It’s amazing.

Gustavo Barbazo Martignone
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